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Abstract
This article presents selected physical diagnostic methods used in otorhinolaryngology and results of
their application. In addition to the applications of methods using the capabilities of selective sensors,
selected methods of hybrid diagnostics were also presented – for assessment of parameters of respiratory
processes, with polysomnography as an example of using both typical diagnostic methods dedicated to
otolaryngology, as well as standard EEG and ECG methods. It has been shown that in some special cases of
respiratory disorders, measurements of the air flow in the respiratory tract can be supplemented with pressure
measurements in selected positions within the airways. The presented optical methods and diagnostic systems
are very often used in the diagnosis of diseases not specific for otolaryngology occurring in the area of the
head and neck. The presented material is the second part of the study discussing both standard and widely
used diagnostic methods. All presented methods are dedicated to otolaryngology. This text is a continuation
of the material published in No 4 of 2021 [1].
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1. Introduction
Rapidly developing measurement techniques and emerging new physical methods are frequently used in otolaryngological diagnostics. A wide range of applied diagnostic methods
constitute the basis for the review study aimed at presenting selected modern diagnostic methods
and presenting diagnostic results to a wider group of users. In this part, the methods based on
measuring the respiratory parameters of patients were analysed. Respiration is the most important
and necessary action to support life and its effective duration. It is an actual gas exchange in the
respiratory system consisting of removing CO2 and supplying O2 . Gas exchange occurs in the
alveoli, and an efficient respiratory tract allows for effective ventilation. A disruption in the work
of the respiratory system leads to measurable disturbances in blood saturation and consequently,
hypoxia. Frequent, even short-term, recurrent hypoxia in any part of the body leads to multiple
complications. This is largely related to theduration of hypoxia as well as the processes that
accompany it. The causes of hypoxia resulting from impaired patency of the respiratory tract
and/or the absence of neuronal respiratory drive can be divided into the following groups depending on the cause: peripheral, central and/or of mixed origin. Causes of the peripheral form
of these disorders are largely due to the impaired patency of the upper and/or lower respiratory
tract. Therefore, an early diagnosis and location of these disorders can be prevent complications.
Slow, gradually increasing obstruction of the upper respiratory tract (URT) is not noticeable
and becomes a slow killer. Hypoxic individuals in a large percentage of cases have a shorter life
expectancy and, above all, deal with the consequences of hypoxia much sooner.
2. Selected methods for hybrid diagnosis of essential parameters of respiratory processes
2.1. Pressure distribution diagnostics in the upper airway region
In certain specific cases of respiratory disorders, the airflow measurements in the respiratory
canals can be complemented by pressure measurements at a selected point of the respiratory tract.
The measuring system, a diagram of pressure distribution diagnostics in the upper airway region,
and examples of results are shown in Fig. 1. The pressure waveforms obtained at individual
measuring points enable the correlation of its variability with the physiological and anatomical
changes being searched for in the upper airway region. If the flow parameters in the respiratory
canals, measured by other methods (partial pressure of the inhaled and exhaled air, which can
be determined at the same time in a parallel measurement, after adding the determined physiological parameters in the patient’s circulatory system, 𝑒.𝑔. changes in blood saturation) are used,
a comprehensive diagnosis of the respiratory system condition can be obtained.
The graphics provided in Fig. 1 on the right show, in sequence, the profiles obtained during
the pressure measurement:
– the pressure waveform in the nasal respiratory canals (#1) – a slow change in the pressure
value, with a low variability amplitude is measured, which is obvious when we consider
the fact that the measurement site is directly linked to the environment through the open
nasal canals,
– another measuring point (#2): the oral cavity – here, pressure fluctuations that represent the
natural respiratory cycle that is manifested by changes in the alternating cycles of positive
and negative pressure are more pronounced than those in the nasal canal – the recorded
changes are correlated in time with smaller fluctuations in the waveform recorded in the
nasal canal,
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Fig. 1. A diagram of the measuring system (on the left, the pressure measurement points in the oral cavity, nasal
cavity, and trachea are indicated by red circles), and (on the right) examples of pressure measurement results at the
indicated points of the respiratory tract. In the figure, the measurement site (red circle) was graphically assigned to
the obtained graph.

– the pressure waveform in the glottal region (#3) is shown in the next diagram – the change
in the pressure amplitude is due to swallowing saliva,
– another pressure diagram (#4) – a waveform of pressure changes in the oesophagus –
enables the diagnosis of possible disorders related to the gastroesophageal reflux disease.
2.2. Polysomnographic examination
A highly developed version of the examination, which enables recording of both the respiratory
activity and many associated physiological parameters, is the polysomnographic examination.
This examination is mainly used to record changing parameters of the human body during sleep.
Depending on the anticipated sleep disorders, different sensors are used, and various parameters
are recorded. An example of test stand instrumentation (Fig. 2) and the examination results (Fig. 2)
are shown in subsequent figures. A polysomnographic examination involves the following four
basic techniques:
– electroencephalography (EEG) – electrodes are placed on the patient’s head to assess the
bioelectric activity of the brain
– electrocardiography (ECG) – electrodes are placed on the patient’s chest to assess the
electrical activity of the heart
– electrooculography (EOG) – electrodes are placed near the patient’s eyes to investigate
changes in the action currents generated during the movements of the eyeball and after
exposure to light flashes
– electromyography (EMG) – electrodes are placed on the patient’s body to assess muscle
and nerve function.
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Fig. 2. A view of a patient equipped with sensors during a polysomnographic measurement.

The measuring system shown in Fig. 2 was configured with a unit for flow measurement
in three respiratory canals – the method of operation and examples of the results of the use of
NasoOroSpirometer were discussed in previous sections of the presented study. The use of the
above-mentioned unit allows additional information to be obtained on both the airway patency and
the quantitative flows in each respiratory canal, including the abnormalities found. In addition,
a microphone, a temperature sensor, and (an) airflow sensor(s) are placed in the mouth region.
A limb movement sensor is placed on the patient’s ankle, and a pulse oximeter is placed on
a finger, and the so-called ‘respiratory belts’, which record the movements of these body parts,
are placed on the abdomen and chest. In addition, a body position sensor is required as well. In
complex systems, it can be converted into a separate recording and analysis of the video recorded
in a measurement session. Both the sensors and the electrodes are installed in such a manner so
as not to excessively restrict the examined patient’s movements. If the patient needs to go to the
toilet at night, it will not be problematic, as it is sufficient to disconnect the electrodes from the
apparatus.
A camera is usually located in a corner of the room in which the examination is being
performed. It is used for the overnight recording of the patient’s motor responses during sleep.
Besides the camera, an additional body position sensor is often installed at a selected point of the
patient’s body, which enables the recording of the body’s position during sleep without the need
for further detailed analysis of the video recording. It is also possible to install an actimeter, 𝑖.𝑒.
a limb movement sensor that is most commonly placed on the ankle. All of the data are sent to
the computer. A person trained in sleep medicine sits in an adjacent room all night to monitor
the course of the examination and, if necessary, correct the position of electrodes in case they are
displaced during the examination.
As compared to the diagnostic unit presented in Fig. 2, coupled with the developed (Part 1 [1])
NasoOroSpirometer – a typical unit comprises only one sensor that monitors the airflow during
breathing – a diagram described on the printout as AIRFLOW – indicating the respiratory
rhythm but not allowing to obtain (without performing a calibration procedure individually for
each patient) the quantitative measurements related to the examined patient’s breathing (Fig. 3).
In order to compare the results of flow measurements during gas exchange, obtained using
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the NasoOroSpirometer and original polysomnographic instrumentation in relation to respiratory
parameters, it is worth comparing the examples of results obtained from both apparatuses (Fig. 3).
Thus, the advantage of the developed device enables the following:
– the behaviour of the function of airflow in individual respiratory canals over time is
recorded, with the possibility to select the recording system configuration – each nasal
canal independently – both inspiration and expiration – inspiration and expiration through
the mouth and any combination of both cases mentioned,
– during the examination, it is possible to record each flow independently, which enables
not only the qualitative assessment of the asymmetry of flows but also their quantitative
assessment,
– the recording of the waveform enables the provision of quantitative values of the inspiration
and expiration volume, and with these values being specified for each canal, a possibility
for performing a spirometric examination,
– despite the differences in the flow measurement using a thermo-anemometer sensor, related
to the varying humidity of the inhaled and exhaled air, the calculation of the inhaled and
exhaled air volumes, both in a single respiratory cycle and in cycles of selected duration,
is possible and not affected by significant errors.

Fig. 3. An exemplary screenshot showing a recorded set of waveforms with the variability of parameters that are important
during an polysomnographic examination. Sequentially from the top: E1-M2 – electrooculogram (E1 – right eye, M2 –
reference electrode), E2-M1 – electrooculogram (E2 – left eye, M1 - reference electrode), C3-M2 and O1-M2 – EEG
(C3 and O1 – electroencephalography and electrodes on the head, M2 – reference electrode, CHIN1-CHIN3 – tension
from the submental muscles, electrodes, ECG – electrocardiogram, ECG, HR – heart rate, SNORE – snoring sounds,
AIRFLOW – air flows through the nose and mouth (or only through the nose), pressure sensor, CHEST – respiratory
movements of the chest, ABD – respiratory movements of the abdomen, SaO2 – blood saturation, LAT and RAT – lower
limb movements, e.g. accelerometer sensor, Pos – body position, PPG – photoplethysmogram.

The metrological parameters of the sensors used to measure the amount of air flow in individual
URT (upper respiratory tract) channels are presented in Part 1 of the article [1]. In the case of
polysomnographic tests, the number of measured parameters – both the physiological parameters
of the patient (ECG, EEG, heart rate, blood oxygenation), as well as the necessary physical
quantities (position of the limbs, the patient’s body system), the number of parameters measured,
the range of their variability measured during the test are determined by the set of sensors used
by the manufacturer.
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The results obtained during the polysomnographic examination are currently the standard for
diagnosing sleep disorders, for example presented in Fig. 4. However, in many cases, detailed
diagnostics of only the respiratory cycle during sleep is sufficient to detect sleep apnoea, and, in
many cases, it allows an initial diagnosis to be given.
a)

b)

Fig. 4. Examples of the results of flow measurement using a sensor for recording respiratory activities recorded during
a polysomnographic examination. Because of the sensor used, this is a qualitative waveform (left nasal canal), and for the
calibration for the purpose of quantitative measurements, an additional calibration procedure would be required each time
(for each individual patient) (a), and the results of measurement obtained using the NasoOroSpirometer developed by the
authors – the quantitative measurements for all respiratory canals were recorded (b). The bottom figure shows a clear,
approximately three-fold difference in the volume of the flow through the nasal canals, both right and left, resulting from
improper nasal structure due to anatomical abnormalities.

All of the measurement data (in medicine: diagnostic information) obtained using metrological
systems enable the improvement of quality and promptness of patient diagnostic procedures with
regard to respiratory system parameters.
3. Diagnostic imaging
Simple optical diagnostic methods and systems are very often involved in the diagnostics
of diseases occurring in the head and neck region, except for neurological issues. The simplest
method, which has been traditionally known and used is a visual inspection that enables typical
disease symptoms to be recognised. Doctors use this method at the initial stage of diagnosing
the patient (it is also used as a standard in diagnoses made by general practitioners) and use
specialised optical systems, 𝑒.𝑔. specialised ENT endoscope systems. Rapid diagnostics using
X-rays can also be part of diagnosing more complex cases. Such diagnosis is possible in real-time
due to the technical possibility for digital recording of X-ray photographs and, in recent times, it
has also been possible for spiral computed tomography (SCT) due to its low emission of radiation.
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3.1. X-ray
An examination using the Müller’s manoeuvre can be an example of application of diagnostic
imaging in the spectral X-ray range . During this manoeuvre, the patient attempts to inhale with the
mouth closed and the nostrils shut, which, due to the forced negative pressure in the upper airway
region, results in the collapse of the airway lumen. There are diagnostic apparatuses which allow
measurement data to be obtained in two versions. Moreover, fluoroscopy or computed tomography
(in particular SCT due to the promptness of the examination) can be used. An example of results
obtained using SCT is presented in Fig. 5. Two time points of such an examination are shown
in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. The extent of changes in the lumen of the respiratory canals,
provided that there is a physiological basis for this, 𝑒.𝑔. soft palate relaxation, can provide the basis
for diagnosing the causes of sleep apnoea, including disorders associated with loud snoring. This
technique is designed to find disorders in the upper airway, 𝑒.𝑔. the trachea. Diagnostics using
Müller’s manoeuvre is used, inter alia, to precisely determine the physiological causes of sleep
apnoea. The representative example of the results obtained from SCT tomographic examination
(presented in Fig. 5) shows a possible cause of sleep apnoea, 𝑖.𝑒. an ongoing soft palate problem.
In addition to the qualitative assessment of the examination results (Fig. 5), a detailed quantitative
analysis is also possible.
a)

b)

Fig. 5. The anatomical ratio in the area of the lower pharynx as well as the soft palate and uvula were visualised during the
Müller’s manoeuvre: resting position (a), dynamic position (b). The red curve marks the area of quantitative measurements
of the volume of respiratory canals in the URT.

An outline of the analytical procedure developed by the authors of the study for the case
above is presented below. Considering that, in the diagnostic method discussed, the area under
observation is considerably smaller than the entire CT image, the imaging area is intentionally
limited. At the same time, due to the known characteristics of the area under examination, the
dynamic range of the grey levels is reduced from the typical 256 levels to 60 levels. Consequently,
the results of analysis of the studied image take the form presented in Fig. 5, for selected analytical
procedures listed in the following figures. The figure shows the essential steps of the analytical
procedure being prepared.
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The reasons why the diagnostics using the Müller’s manoeuvre in the present form are not
commonly applied include the potential hazard of ionising radiation (X-ray examination with the
option of digital image recording using silicone matrices, including the fluoroscopic technique
with the option of video recording during the examination), and the high costs of examination with
CT methods. Figs. 5 and 6 show the effect of using a spiral CT (SCT) system in an examination.
In view of the costs of both the equipment and the examination, the methods for dynamic imaging
of internal structures using fluoroscopy are competitive to SCT imaging-based methods.
Procedure Load a DICOM Collection

Procedure Select image

Procedure Analysed area

Procedure Change contrast

Procedure Selection of the analysis area

Fig. 6. Selected stages of the Müller’s manoeuvre analysis using the developed numerical procedure that enables an
analysis of the upper airway region image. The figures indicate the names and effects of the modules.

3.2. Endoscopic
In addition to the medical diagnostic imaging carried out in the X-ray spectral range, devices
operating in the VIS spectral range have become increasingly common since the development of
different types of optical endoscopes and fiberscopes. The widespread use of such equipment, in
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particular, using optical fibre cables (flexible endoscopes), represents a broad area of application
in the field of diagnostics, including examinations performed via natural body orifices. This
method is complemented by the methods of visualisation of the areas being operated through
incisions made in the skin to initiate a surgical procedure, integrally related to laparoscopic
surgical techniques. Recently, the importance of fibre optic cables has decreased due to the
availability of CMOS cameras with at least a VGA standard (for VGA, the matrix dimensions are
480 × 640 pixels, up to 1920 × 1080 pixels seen in chips, all that for the size of up to 5.5 mm).
Under such an arrangement, the image from the CCD (or CMOS) matrix surface is sent in an
electrical form to the visualisation system, 𝑖.𝑒. a monitor, usually an LCD, but there are also
simple endoscopic systems with the option of visualisation on a phone display. The concept of
both systems still used in flexible endoscopes is presented in Fig. 7.
a)

b)

Fig. 7. Typical solutions of endoscopic imaging systems: a) fiberscope, b) videoscope (each of them can be either
a rigid or flexible system).

Each examination using optical methods, including endoscopic ones, requires good quality
imaging to be effective, as it is necessary to obtain the best possible image of the observed area.
In both endoscopic imaging methods being discussed, the limitations on obtaining a good quality
image are different. When using a system with a miniature CMOS camera, the resolution of the
obtained image is determined by the standard of the chip in the camera used, while the use of
a fiberscope results in the limitation caused by the geometry of the optical fibre bundle and the
fiberscope front face diameter, 𝑒.𝑔. the diameter of the fiberscope front face Φ = 2.1 mm (active
surface of the fibre system is 1.5 mm), the diameter of a single fibre is 11 µm, and the number of
fibres is 16,000 [29]. Two fundamental facts are worth noting here:
– the VGA image visualisation standard (one of the lower ones used in this imaging technique)
is over 300 000 pixels,
– the lifetime of the fibre optic line (resulting from fibre degradation due to the defects arising
during the line bending that is natural during the examination) is considerably lower than
the lifetime of a chip, estimated at 20 years, which is a period longer than the technical
acceptance period for the camera.
In specialised laryngological treatment, simple diagnostics based on optical methods are
being extended to include endoscopic examinations and imaging examinations in the X-radiation
range, including computed tomography that enables 3D imaging of the area under examination.
As regards oncology diagnostics, 3D imaging is also supplemented by the magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) technique.
In typical optical diagnostic procedures carried out in the VIS range, it is possible to determine
the condition of the mucous membrane of the nasal, oral, and pharyngeal cavity, and, based on
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the assessment of the monitored surface, allows a diagnosis to be made for typical lesions found
on it, 𝑖.𝑒. inflammation, local damage (Fig. 8) to the mucous membrane, disruptions in the
geometry of the diagnosed canals and surfaces, and the location of possible polyps. A similar
inspection range is followed to determine the condition of the ear canal for the lesions typical
of this organ. Novel studies in the field of optical diagnosis techniques are also appearing (the
possibility for determining the parameters of distortion and deformation of the organs under
observation, and for performing absolute measurements of surface parameters and the 3D shape
of the biological structures under observation), as well as proposals of hybrid measuring systems
which significantly increase the precision of the measurements performed. The applied methods
and procedures for the diagnosis of otorhinolaryngological disorders include, within their scope,
diagnostics of anatomical areas with considerable parameters of variability in terms of both time
and space. More specifically, certain areas subject to diagnostics produce oscillating motion,
others change their hydration, changes occur in both the gas flow parameters in the respiratory
canals and in the geometrical parameters of the respiratory passages. Another area subject to
diagnostics are the organs of hearing, including the glottal region and the internal ear. One of the
areas subject to frequent examination is the eardrum which vibrates when exposed to acoustic
stimuli.

Fig. 8. An example of graphical analysis of asymmetry of nasal canals: the difference between the cross-section of the left
nasal canal (green) and that of the right nasal canal (grey) is clearly visible. The chequered pattern applied when taking
photographs enables the determination of absolute quantities obtained from the measurements. The colours applied to
the openings of the nasal canals result from the operation performed by the authors of the system for the purposes of
graphical analysis – the program interface is shown in the figure.

3.3. 3D imaging in CT and 2D in VIS spectrum
Diagnosing the eardrum often involves its response to acoustic stimulation and an examination
of electrical signals in the nervous system. The examination often involves the patient listening to
specific sounds (tones, acoustic frequencies) and producing a response for the operator when the
patient can hear them. This examination only provides information on the defect and its size, yet it
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provides no information on the site of the defect emergence for the purposes of further treatment.
For this reason, new methods are being sought to enable an easy assessment of the site of damage
and to allow the process of diagnosing the patient to be shortened.
The discussion of diagnostic methods related to imaging, 𝑖.𝑒. visualisation and analysis of the
obtained image, can begin with the simplest methods, 𝑒.𝑔. photographic imaging. An example of
diagnostic use of photography and graphical image analysis methods is presented in Fig. 9. The
developed image analysis procedure enables a quantitative assessment of the cross-sectional area
of the respiratory nasal canals, which allows, 𝑒.𝑔. the quantitative flow measurement results to be
compared, allowing for a conclusion about other limitations in the respiratory canals.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 9. Selected examples of the use of tissue imaging the upper row provides examples of results obtained in a CT
examination, while the lower one shows visible light imaging. The successive figures show: a) crooked nasal septum on
the right, a protruding spike narrows the inferior nasal passages, small inferior nasal concha. On both sides, enlarged
middle conchas – aerated areas significantly obturate the nasal passages. On the left – compensatory hypertrophy of the
inferior concha, b) the so-called narrow nose: hypertrophy of the inferior nasal conchas causes the obstruction of both
nasal cavities, c) visible blockade of the posterior nostrils by the total pharyngeal tonsil mass, d) visible much enlarged
palatine tonsils, the so-called kissing tonsils, e) paralysis of both vocal cords, f) abduction of the vocal cords following
paralysis – abduction sutures are visible.

Figure 9 shows cases of combined photographic imaging (2D) and spatial tomographic
imaging (3D). A jointly performed graphical analysis of both the photographs (the bottom row
in Fig. 9) and the selected tomogram projections (the top row in Fig. 9) enables to diagnose the
asymmetry in the size of the nasal canals as significant (as that in Fig. 9 on the left), anatomic
asymmetries found in the glottal region (Fig. 9, in the middle). In all images shown in Fig. 9,
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smaller or larger asymmetry is noticeable in the respiratory system – the difference in the crosssectional area of the respiratory canal can significantly affect the patient’s breathing parameters.
The presented selected possibilities of diagnostic imaging, both the most complex, as CT
and MRI, and the simpler optical methods (both technically and analytically, in terms of the
measurement result processing) concern the field of otorhinolaryngology, 𝑖.𝑒. a field of medicine
that specialises in diagnosing and treatment of diseases in the head and neck region. Otorhinolaryngology became a separate field of medicine in the early 20th century through combining
certain domains of otology and laryngology.
The optical methods, allow us, in addition to the basic functions of 2D imaging, to obtain
information about the depths. Usually, we can only perform visual observation of the examined
object’s surface, 𝑒.𝑔. as shown in Fig. 9, however, it is also possible to get information about
depths, when using complex measurement procedures, 𝑒.𝑔. OCT, to obtain information on the
interior of the examined organ. Simpler optical methods used in novel endoscopic solutions also
enable representation of the 3D structure of the examined area using stereoscopy or the speckle
analysis method.
3.4. Stereoscopic endoscope set
The analysis of diagnostic possibilities for these areas will begin with endoscopic techniques
using 3D imaging. Endoscopic observation is characterised by an imperfection related to the
problem of estimating the actual size of the object being recorded, for both an exact and estimated
measurement. This problem is tackled in different ways. As regards universal endoscopes without
built-in measuring procedures, an experienced operator is able to estimate the dimension of the
object being recorded based on the knowledge of the characteristics of the observed objects or,
more precisely, of their surroundings. The operator estimates the object’s dimension using the
points or reference lines (𝑒.𝑔. veins) being observed. For endoscopes with the camera positioned
at an angle of 90 degrees in relation to the direction of endoscope insertion, 𝑖.𝑒. for example, for
borescopes, it is possible to roughly estimate the size of the observed object through rotation. On
the other hand, for fiberscopes or videoscopes, the measurement uncertainty when performing
such a measurement is much higher [2, 36, 37]. The problem of measurement accuracy in fiberscopes or videoscopes is solved with attachments with a measuring grid installed on the eyepiece.
These attachments have measuring grids of various shapes, 𝑒.𝑔. cross, cylindrical, or angular.
Unfortunately, a limitation on the use of attachments is the need to determine the distance between
the lens and the surface being examined. The solution is to design a system for sharp observation
of the object only at a specified distance between the object and the lens. When the object is
observed from a different distance, its image is blurred. The next generation of endoscopes uses
image analysis methods that enable the use of different probes equipped with, 𝑒.𝑔. double-camera
systems of “stereo measurement”, or a camera and projector system of “shadow measurement”.
Another method uses laser radiation to scan surfaces [2, 3].
The most important functionalities of a stereovision system include not only the dimensioning
of components within the imaging area but also 3D visualisation. Fig. 10 shows a diagram of
a stereoscopic endoscope, while Fig. 11 shows a simplified algorithm for 3D image generation.
In addition, it is possible to apply an algorithm responsible for dimensioning objects.
Several algorithms are known to support the dimensioning of objects and to be able to produce
a 3D image using a set of colour or polarisation filters. Choosing the right algorithm is crucial and
determines the accuracy of the method. The most promising algorithm is the one for matching
blocks separated according to preset parameters in both 2D photographs (Block Matching), which
is characterised by the smallest error in maintaining the linearity of the objects being dimensioned.
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Fig. 10. A diagram of a selected stereoscopic object imaging system.

Fig. 11. Algorithm for image processing in a stereoscopic testing device.

In addition to the possibility for plotting (preparing) a drawing that uses the representation that
gives an impression of a 3D visualisation from two recorded 2D images obtained with stereoscopic
imaging it is also possible to use this technique in film recording. The existing solutions used in
diagnostics and therapy support are usually based on the use of colour filters assigned to each of
the observer’s eyes.
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The use of 3D imaging technologies in typical diagnostic techniques is currently beginning
to fill the existing niche in ENT diagnostics [5].
Issues of this type are particularly relevant to the area of endoscopic diagnostics. This occurs
for two particular reasons:
– The dimensions of an endoscope and the requirements for the design of stereoscopic devices
necessitate very high precision for such designs.
– Obtaining 3D imaging, in a version from both a stereoscopic system and devices that enable
numerical reconstruction of geometry of the examined surface using structured light [16]
is a process that changes doctors’ habits.
3.5. Endoscopic methods for voice cord diagnostics
An example of imaging that enables the macro-scale use of stereophotographs to visualise
complex tissue structures is shown in Figure 12. the circuit to be miniaturised. The systems that
enable the acquisition and reproduction of spatial information on an object, 𝑖.𝑒. 3D visualisation,
allow the operator to observe the changes over time which is determined by the fact that the
projection of images onto the observer’s retina with a frequency significantly above 25 Hz is
perceived as continuous information. Hence the attempt to obtain the so-called time magnifier
which enables the visualisation of rapidly changing processes occurring within the human body.
b)

a)

c)

Fig. 12. An example of use of stereophotographs: a) a photograph from the left lens, b) a photograph from the right
lens, c) an anaglyph – a combination of 2D photographs into an arrangement that enables 3D observation using
two-colour glasses.
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The current state-of-the-art as regards the technique of recording fast-changing waveforms allows
the recorded image to be saved and later reproduced at a lower speed. The available cameras
enable this procedure with a frequency of image recording from 4K quality (4 096 × 2 304
pixels) for the recording rate of 938 frames per second to the resolution, obtained in miniature
models, of 1 280 × 1 024 pixels with a frequency ranging from 915 frames per second to as many
as 52 445 frames per second for the 128 × 8 matrix. The use of this technique for recording
fast-changing processes, but mainly for analysing the obtained enormous datasets, is not always
justified. A stroboscope, which has been used since its invention in the 1830 s, enables a simple
visualisation of the vibrations of the vocal cords and (possibly) the eardrum, in real-time, provided
that we are able to both excite a specific type of vibration of the examined organ and illuminate,
with a preset frequency, the area under observation with a series of short pulses of light with
relatively high luminance. Previous solutions were based on the use of a discharge lamp, which
required a relatively powerful power supply system operating at a voltage level ranging from
several hundred volts to kVs. It is currently possible to apply systems with LEDs, which enables
the development of a stroboscopic circuit with a power supply operating at a voltage of several
volts, thus allowing the circuit to be miniaturised.
3.6. Endoscopic methods with structured light
The literature provides many proposed solutions that enable visualisation of selected characteristics of the organ being examined in the the upper airway region using optical methods [30–35].
For the visualisation of fast-changing processes occurring in the human body, structured light
methods can be employed as well [26, 27]. A brief summary of applicable structured light techniques is provided in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. A compilation of selected methods for analysing the surface shape using structured light. The selected methods
include both those requiring the analysis of multiple exposures at different spatial and temporal parameters of the
illumination of the examined surface and those using complex coding methods but allowing a result from a single
exposure with structured light to be obtained – based on [18].
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The techniques using structured light enable high-speed scanning of structures with varying
shapes, including when fulfilling appropriate geometrical conditions, also 3D objects within the
entire space. It is usually required to take multiple scans for different directions of the code
projection and then to merge the obtained images of parts of the examined object. The rate
of obtaining 3D imaging is very attractive when generating digital 3D models of humans. The
diagnostics of large areas of the patient’s surface are usually used in orthopaedics, yet this can
also be successfully applied for smaller organs, in which case the main problem is to determine
the abnormal deviations of the examined object, 𝑒.𝑔. dentition or anomalies within the glottal
or auricular region. 3D structured light scanners are lightweight devices that enable the precise
selection of representation accuracy through selection of structured light parameters. They are,
however, very sensitive to lighting conditions, as any shadows cast on the object are represented in
the generated 3D file. However, this defect is not of particular significance in medical examinations
due to typical shapes of examined objects.
The authors proposed a system enabling the visualisation of eardrum vibrations using a modified ENT endoscope – Fig. 14. The next Fig. 15 shows a proposed system for the endoscopic
examination of the eardrum using the illumination of the eardrum surface with flat figures formed
using the LED light.
a)

b)

Fig. 14. An example of the proposed solution of a rigid endoscope system for examination of eardrum dynamics: a) diagram
of the system (the eyepiece is not shown – a typical design approach), b) a view of the endoscope front.

The proposed endoscopic system comprises several essential components:
– An illuminating system constructed from LED emitters – an RGB emitter matrix with
a power of up to 100 mW each (two matrices), which enables the application of the method
for adjusting the colour temperature of the illuminating source [17, 19].
– A miniature 2 mm camera produced according to the VGA standard.
– A structured light emitter – due to the dimensions of the endoscope transducer, the classical
design using Gray codes [18] was replaced, after analysis of the examination’s specificity,
with an LCD matrix that allows selected closed lines to be obtained – Fig. 12. The entire
emitter additionally contains a semiconductor laser (or a monochromatic LED) that emits
radiation in the VIS range.
Examples of imaging of effects of such an examination, 𝑖.𝑒. the determination of the eardrum
dynamics through an analysis of changes in the geometry of illumination, are shown for selected cases of eardrum vibration modes in Fig. 16. The examination allows for the visualisation
and (after the recording and analysis of the recorded illumination distributions) the quantitative
parameters of the eardrum deviations from the equilibrium position. The proposed solution,
which involves the projection of one or several selected monochromatic lines, is much simpler in contrast to the classical method for projecting bands selected according to the Gray
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Fig. 15. A change in the geometry of the coloured shape being emitted (green line) on the surface at rest (b), and after
a change in the geometry of the examined eardrum (in medical diagnostics, these can be eardrum vibrations), caused
by the excitation with an acoustic wave with a frequency similar to the resonant frequency for low-vibration modes
(resonant frequencies of the eardrum vibrations) – (c) and d). The green line on the eardrum surface corresponds to the
vibration mode defined by the black dotted line. Figure a) indicates the view in a classical ENT speculum – the absence
of a displayed line. Eardrum defects will be manifested by deformations of the reference line.

code, and thus much quicker to analyse. It can therefore be equally effective as well, particularly when we have additional knowledge of physical characteristics of the examined object
and, as regards the analysis of eardrum dynamics, we have such knowledge (and an accurate
mathematical model). This methodology is also applicable in diagnosing the condition of the
glottis [35].
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Fig. 16. Examples of the structured light structures dedicated to analysis of eardrum movement; a) an endoscopic image
of the eardrum at rest, b) and b’) a circle displayed on the eardrum surface, which enables the analysis of the eardrum
deflection amplitude during acoustic excitation with a low-frequency tone, c) and c’) – a structure designed to analyse the
verification of the position of the axis of the endoscope’s optical system in relation to the eardrum surface. In the further
part of the examination, the analysis of the light geometry deformation on the eardrum surface allows for a conclusion
about the condition of surface vibrations, d) and d’) a structure designed to analyse amplitude distribution during acoustic
excitation, based on spherical geometry. Figures b), c) and d) show the initial condition, while b’), c’) and d’) show the
post-deformation condition.

4. Interferometry in otorhinolaryngological diagnostics
The interferometric methods, those using classical interferometers and, more commonly,
the speckle [20] and holographic [19] methods, are characterised by the highest measurement
resolution; therefore, it is possible to represent the deformations of the examined object with
a resolution of the order of the wavelength of the radiation source being used. Let us consider
briefly the methods referred to.
Speckle photography is a non-contact optical measurement method using correlation between
the incident beam and the scattered beam from the surface of the object being measured. It
enables the measurement of object displacements in the direction parallel to the object’s surface,
the measurement of displacements in the direction of the incident beam, the angle of normal
rotation to the surface of the examined object, and the performance of levelling of the examined
object [19, 20, 36]. In this method, coherent laser radiation (usually VIS, but very often He-Ne
laser radiation) is used to illuminate the surfaces of the object being examined.
Adjacent fragments of the coherent laser radiation beam interfere with one another, thus
creating a structure of fine dark (subtraction of electric field vectors) and bright (addition of
electric field vectors) speckles distributed within the beam’s space – Fig. 17.
The classical procedure for measuring the deformations of a surface that exhibits Lambertian
reflectance by the speckle method involves taking two photographs (when the required energy
relations are maintained, it is not important whether these are classical or digital photographs):
the first one before the object deformation, and the second one, on the same photogram, after the
deformation. After taking the double photograph and developing it (superimposing the digital
exposure and the matrix raster), an object is obtained which causes the scattering of radiation,
𝑖.𝑒. the deflection of the reproducing radiation beam on the diaphragm borders represented as
a result of the recording of speckle distributions. Each recorded distribution results in a separate
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 17. A diagram for discussing the speckle method. The successive figures show: a) the effect of He-Ne laser beam
self-interference, b) a diagram of the measuring system using CCD camera recording for measurements, c) the diagram
shows the relationships used in the deformation analysis by the method concerned.

arrangement of diffraction wave (wavefront) distributions corresponding to a particular speckle
family. Consequently, a two-dimensional analogue of Young’s experiment is obtained (for the
case of monochromatic light illumination). The speckle method has a significant limitation on
the accuracy of deformation analysis (as compared to classical interferometric methods) – it
enables the determination of displacements of the studied surface within the range of changes of
its position from tenths of a millimetre [28].
The value of surface displacement, possible to determine using speckle methods, is considerably higher than those possible to obtain with interferometric methods, where the achieved
measurement sensitivity amounts to as much as 1/200 of the radiation wavelength, which for the
He-Ne laser is just over 3 nm. As regards the digital photography-based method, there are no
problems with the analysis of fast-changing objects. It appears that the only limitation is the speed
of photographic recording, which results in conditions for the illumination systems used.
Holography – in order to conclude the considerations as regards the measurement possibilities of both topography and changes in the geometry of the examined object in space and time,
a brief discussion on the most precise optical diagnostic method is necessary. The interferometric methods, including holographic ones (in particular, double-pulsed holography), enable the
determination of the distribution of deformations of the object under study with an accuracy
of an order of a fraction of the wavelength of the laser used in the measuring system. What
is particularly worth mentioning are the requirements necessary in performing the diagnostics
of biological centres with this method. In classical holography (a diagram of the measurement
stand is provided in Fig. 18), spatial distribution of the interference field obtained from the effect of both the reference beam, which is not subject to changes in the recording process and
the beam concerned, disturbed by the object, is recorded on a light-sensitive material (holographic plate subjected to chemical treatment, photorefractive or photothermal materials). By
recording the distribution of the band field, we obtain information on both intensity (light wave
electrical field amplitude) and change in the amplitude of the wave concerned in relation to the
reference wave.
In this way, complete information on the radiation reflected from the test object (which is
being recorded) is obtained. A requirement necessary for recording a hologram, 𝑖.𝑒. complete
information about the radiation beam reflected from the object under study, is to maintain the
unchanged condition of the object (with an accuracy of up to 1/8 of the wavelength applied)
during the recording. The time required for the recording of a hologram is primarily determined
by the accuracy of the material tooling (𝑖.𝑒., how many details there are) used and the energy
contained in the laser beam.
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Fig. 18. A diagram of a laboratory system for hologram recording (on the left) and a system for hologram reading (on
the right). For the recording on a light-sensitive material, two coherent beams are required – one source and division of
the beam in such a manner that the beam reflected from the object and the reference beam have a similar intensity (as
no division into two equal parts is involved!). In the system for beam reconstruction, in order to maintain the geometry
of object representation, it is required to use a beam with the same wavelength and geometry of the reference beam as
during the recording.

It is only possible to fulfil this condition for living objects by using pulsed lasers [20, 22].
Hence, in the diagnostics of time-varying biological objects, double-pulsed holography is used –
two states of the distribution of the concerned beam phase, stretched over time, are recorded – two
consecutive exposures with the selected separation time. Attempts are known to have been made
to use double-pulsed holography in medicine. It suffices to recall the papers presented as early as
the 1980s by Pluta in [20], which contain analysis of the glottis vibration field carried out using
a pulsed ruby laser radiation (Cr3+ :Al2 O3 ). More extensive work on the medical applications of
interferences using optical fibres, 𝑖.𝑒. work in the endoscopic area, was performed by Podbielska’s
team [21]. An example of reproduction of a double-pulsed hologram created at the Institute of
Optoelectronics, Military University of Technology, is presented in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. A reconstructed interferogram of a hand-held membrane, created using a holocamera system with a double-pulsed
ruby laser. For medical applications, the distributions of the band field are of interest – in the photograph, these are the
bands on the hand holding the membrane [24].
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Classical interferometric systems – the interference field is recorded in these applications
on a selected surface of the object under examination – are applied to analyse interference field
distribution using detection systems. Holocameras are used to record biological objects and if the
goal to be achieved is to record – and later on, to reproduce the object’s 3D holographic image –
the band field generated is a result of the effect of the beam concerned and the reference beam, It
should be noted that at the current stage of medical applications, they are used in few cases due to
the high cost, 𝑒.𝑔. to analyse the distribution of the patient’s surface vibrations. Meanwhile, many
studies concern the application of fibre optic interferometers. The main difference between both
of these systems concerns the method for recording the obtained interferograms – field methods
are used in classical interferometry, 𝑖.𝑒. the interferogram is recorded at a specific moment in
time for the entire surface being examined (an example of a field interferogram is the photograph
shown in Fig. 14). As regards optical fibre interferometers, instantaneous radiation intensity over
a certain time interval is recorded – thus, the information on the period and distribution of the
banding distribution amplitudes for the interfering reference beam and the beam concerned is
obtained. Therefore, two different pieces of information are obtained: spatial banding distribution
for a selected moment in time (classical interferometry) or a change at a selected point in space
for a selected time interval (optical fibre interferometry) – 𝑒.𝑔. [25]).
5. The use of virtual reality technology
There are several commonly known and applied techniques for producing stereoscopic photographs, 𝑖.𝑒. creating the illusion of three-dimensionality of the observed scene. This approach
has a history dating back to 1853, when Wilhelm Rollann [6] came up with his invention. Currently, three methods for displaying 3-dimensional images are used [7]: stereograms [8, 9], layerstacking methods [10], and wavefront reconstruction methods based on Gabor’s concept [11]. The
3D representation method using stereophotography techniques, which have been in use for several
decades, requires the use of two-colour glasses or glasses with polarising filters to observe the
compiled 3D image. The version involving two-colour glasses results in a change in the colours
of the scenes being observed.
The current development of VR-related electronic methods allows this shortcoming to be
eliminated. The combination of real-time 3D imaging (two flat images recorded in 4K resolution)
with a frame rate corresponding to that of a film (over 25 frames per second) allows this technology
to be applied in training sessions for medical personnel. In order to make the training of doctors
more realistic, it is also necessary to transfer, to the Virtual Reality area, instruments, e.g.
microsurgical ones, which are also virtual but represented through controllers associated with
the trainees’ hands, and which transfer the movements of hands holding virtual instruments into
the virtual operative field. The IT technologies currently in place enable such operations. As
an example, scientists from the University of Washington have developed a surgery simulator
to provide training in the patient’s skin suturing technique on a virtual training model [12]. A
simulator for nasal endoscopic procedures also operates based on the above-mentioned technique
and provides the opportunity to learn how to perform therapeutical interventions on a virtual
plane and diagnose lesions in a simulated region [13, 14].
The great advantage of using both virtual and augmented reality is the number of simultaneous participants of such a training course. When the training participants are looking through
the microscope binocular (operator) or through an auxiliary viewing eyepiece (assistants, members of the trainee team) only two, and sometimes three, of them can observe the operator’s
actions simultaneously while maintaining all the parameters related to viewing the operative
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field. When using VR, all the members of the trainee team participate in an exemplary surgical
procedure. There are many advantages of virtual medical education delivered in this manner.
Not only do they include an atlas of anatomical structures dedicated to the area of training
issues, but also offer the opportunity to virtually simulate actual surgical procedures while ensuring very high compatibility between the virtual and physical reality. As regards training in
acquiring or consolidating, 𝑒.𝑔. surgical habits, it is possible to combine (simultaneous action
on combined spaces, 𝑖.𝑒. the virtual and the imaging of the actual space) scenes for the training
being provided. An unlimited number of trials and repetitions can be selected for such a training
session. A training course participant does not feel the pressure of the other group members
who could otherwise force too fast (or too slow) a pace of work, and he/she can repeat the
trained sequences many times. Training sessions using virtual reality (VR) are already commercially available, including training for medical professionals, 𝑒.𝑔. a training session entitled
The Induction of a New Paramedic, where, thanks to pre-prepared ambulance simulation, a job
candidate can, in a safe environment, learn about all the components an ambulance is equipped
with [15, 38–40].

6. Summary
The presented article (this text is a continuation of the material published in No 4 of 2021 [1])
discusses selected physical diagnostic methods applicable in otorhinolaryngology. The diagnostic
procedures and methods (mainly optical) discussed in detail were selected in consideration of the
existing development possibilities of the presented solutions. Each of the methods presented in
the paper has its advantages and disadvantages, makes use of different physical phenomena, and
enables the observation of specific characteristics of the lesions under study. In order to make
a correct diagnosis quickly and precisely, it is required to perform an examination using a variety
of methods. When selecting the presented solutions, it was also taken into account that in many
indicated procedures it is possible, in the current state of technology, to significantly increase
the diagnostic accuracy as many components of the procedure being performed using developed
and dedicated measurement methods considerably increase the speed and precision of analysis.
The presented methods allow different diagnostic methods to be combined, which increases the
volume of measurement data to be analysed but allows hidden correlations to be found which may
not be apparent in each individual method. One such opportunity is the investigation of events at
the intersection of different medical specialties, with a current example being the diagnosing of
sleep apnoea.
The authors, while presenting selected diagnostic methods, have also tried to present the results
of their own studies conducted in this field of research, as well as the designs developed for their
implementation, taking into account the possibility for the hybridisation of the developed solutions
in order to expand the diagnostic possibilities and improve their accuracy and precision. This
trend in the development of diagnostic instrumentation is one of the leading solutions, including
the automation of diagnostics using artificial intelligence. Efforts are also underway to ensure
that certain methods are interchangeable and others complementary. Undoubtedly, the applied
methods constitute an area allowing for improvement of precision of medical diagnostics in the
field of otorhinolaryngology. The solutions proposed can be supplemented with new possibilities,
both qualitative and quantitative. Considering that the individual methods are different and offer
various diagnostic possibilities, it appears to be crucial to develop solutions that enable their
combination.
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